!

Friends of
Livermore
! A local community

organization dedicated to
protecting the quality of life
in the Livermore Valley for
nineteen years.
! Defended attacks on the

protections included in
Measure D starting in 2002
! Pushed for Smart Growth

and an UGB for Livermore.
Putting Measure D to
practice, by encouraging
infill development
! We believe that utility scale

solar projects are not
appropriate nor allowed in
North Livermore Valley

!

FOL APPEAL
of the ARAMIS
CUP
! Our appeal of the BZA

approval of the CUP
included:

! Violations of Measure

D, the East County
Area Plan (ECAP) and
the General Plan

! Lack of a solar policy to

guide placement of
utility scale solar

! Factual

misrepresentations by
the developer to the
public, the Board of
Zoning Adjustments
and county staff

! Inadequacies in the EIR

including ignoring the
recommendations of
Cal dept of fish and
wildlife CDWF

!

Today I will be
speaking to the
following:
! A significant flaw in the

proposed project that is
identified in the EIR as a
substantial impact that
cannot be mitigated.
! Violation of the

Scenic Element of the
General Plan and
Measure D
! Abuse of the

Overriding
Considerations
concepts

!

What is
“Measure D”?
!

A county wide voter initiative in
2000 passed by a 56% of the
vote of citizens throughout the
county

!

63,000 residents signed the
petition to put Measure D on the
ballot. Here is the first sentence
of the Initiative that set the stage
for gathering signatures and
winning voters.
!

“The purposes of this
Initiative are to preserve and
enhance agriculture and
agricultural lands, and to
protect the natural qualities,
the wildlife habitats, the
watersheds and the beautiful
open spaces of Alameda
County from excessive,
badly located and harmful
development.”

Did the voters
know what they
were voting for?

!

!

Here is the first sentence of
the ballot argument in favor of
Measure D
!

!

“Measure D protects
Alameda County
farmlands, hills and
valleys and open spaces
from overdevelopment”

Two critical and key argument
in favor of Measure D in the
ballot statements:
!

Guarantees agricultural
and natural resource
zoning for undeveloped
areas of East Alameda
County

!

Limits county government
spending in East County
to that necessary for
existing and permitted
development

!

What is the Scenic Rural
Route Element of the General
Plan
! The Scenic Route Element of the

General Plan was created in 1966.

! “Scenic Rural Recreation Routes

are those major rural roads that
traverse areas of outstanding
scenic quality…”
! The Scenic Rural Recreation Route

Designation includes North
Livermore Ave and Manning Road

!

What does the EIR say
about the Project?
! 4.1.4

Cumulative Impacts on
Aesthetics
! The proposed project would

contribute to a significant
cumulative impact on
aesthetic resources.
! What was the conclusion of

the EIR with Mitigation
Measures?
! Significant and

unavoidable impact.
! No feasible mitigation

measures have been
identified to reduce the
cumulative impact to a
less-than- significant
level.

!

So What Does this
Mean?
! Normally a significant impact

like this, that could not be
mitigated by the developer
would result in a denial of the
CUP and send the project
back to the drawing board….
! Or the County could amend

the General Plan to remove
these aesthetic conditions,
or…
! Decide that there are

Overriding Considerations
that would allow the project to
proceed.

!

What does a
Statement of
Overriding
Considerations
Mean?
! A working definition

is:
! the benefits of a

development are
so significant and
so important that
the General Plan
can be ignored

!

Overriding
Considerations
Identified by
the County
! Environmental

Benefits of the project
! Economic Benefits of

the project
! Social Benefits of the

project
! Technological Benefits

of the project
! Safety Benefits of the

project
! Benefits to the

Knowledge Bases

!

Environmental
Benefits Identified by
the County

1.

Assist California in
achieving renewable
energy goals

2.

Enable the Bay Area and
Alameda County to meet
energy needs in an
efficient and environmental
manner

3.

Stabilize the grid with a 4
hour battery storage plan

!

1. Clean Energy Goals
! There is a glut of solar today in California
! 22.3% of electricity using solar-best in the nation
! Current power capacity is 29.2GW-growing to over

46GW in five years.
! Aramis at 100MW is only 0.34% of today’s

California Capacity
! Aramis is a drop in the bucket compared to

California’s excellent progress in this area and….
! Justifying the project because it is deemed absolutely

critical to the County in order to meet its energy needs
is a gross overstatement and application of the
overriding considerations concept.

!

2. Meet Local
Energy Goals
! East Bay Community

Energy (EBCE) was
offered 100% of the
Aramis Energy
Credits but declined
! EBCE bought

only 25% of the
Aramis Capacity
! The remaining

energy credits
are going to San
Francisco
! Let’s look at

EBCE’s thinking

!

EBCE
had only
a small
interest in
Aramis
Project

Intersect pushed for deal with EBCE
primarily to generate political support
in Alameda County for approval of
Aramis project, not serve East Bay
consumers.

Jack London Square, June 2019, celebrating deal
for battery storage replacing fossil fuel
plant
!

3. Battery
Storage

!

Yes, anything that provides power during an
emergency will help stabilize the grid. But Arami’s
contribution is still drop in bucket – and not a
justification to suspend the General Plan.

!

The County should embrace the environmentally
superior alternative of saving agricultural land by
siting battery storage facilities in industrial areas.
!

In Downtown Oakland a 36 MW battery storage
system is under construction at former fossil fuel
plant.

!

When complete next year it will serve EBCE
customers at peak demand hours providing solarpowered energy taken from the grid during nonpeak demand hours

!

We are not saying Solar is Bad and we are
very clear-eyed that clean energy is
important and necessary
! We are at the beginning of this mass expansion of the

movement to solar
! Alameda County is doing a great job and California is

leading the nation
! Solar fields can go many many places but they cannot

and should not go everywhere
! Battery storage can be placed on the sites of fossil fuel

plants that are being decommissioned
! The enthusiasm for increasing solar should not override

other environmental considerations

!

Summery about
Environmental
Benefits
! This determination

that the Aramis project
is so environmentally
essential that it is
acceptable to sacrifice
the protected, scenic
rural character of
North Livermore and
to disregard the key
premises of Measure
D is not supported by
the facts around solar
energy goals and
solar energy
projections at the
County or State level.

!

Economic
Benefits
Identified by
the County

1.

400 temporary jobs

2.

Trades people will learn new
skills

3.

The local North Livermore
farmers would derive economic
benefit by getting money from
leasing their land to Aramis

!

1. Jobs vs. the Environment
! Creating 400 jobs is beneficial and a good thing
! These are temporary jobs that will last at most nine months
! The maximum number of jobs at one time is estimated to be 375 and

will occur only during a fifty day window

! The Aramis project will negatively impact the scenic rural

agricultural area for 50 years.
! Is creating 400 very short term jobs more important than destroying a

scenic, rural agricultural area for 50 years?
! If creating jobs is an overriding consideration then ANY

development, anywhere is possible

!

2. Trades people will learn new
skills
! There is no guarantee that trades people who benefit from

these jobs will be untrained in installing solar
! There is also no guarantee that the commute of these

workers will be decreased unless the contractor hiring
these workers only hires local workers who are now
commuting to a job and, with their hire for this project, they
stop commuting.
! It is specious to use this speculation as justification for an

overriding consideration.

3. Economic
Benefit to local
farmers and
ranchers

!

! The bulk of the land being

leased for the Aramis
project belongs to the
Crosby Family Trust
!

Any income received for
leasing this land will go to
wealthy absentee trustees

! This income will do little or

nothing to provide, as the
County concludes, financial
assistance to local farmers
and ranchers that will
subsequently promote
agriculture and grazing.
!

These facts do not
support this as an
overriding consideration
to justify the project.

!

Social
Benefits
Identified by
the County

1.

Employment stability

2.

Public land to be donated

3.

Minimize power outages and
rolling black-outs

!

Economic Stability

1.
!

How do 400 temporary jobs over a nine month
construction window create economic stability?

!

Jobs should not be an overriding consideration or
every development, no matter how damaging,
could be built anywhere in the county.

Land will be donated for a park or trail

2.
!

The CUP DOES NOT require that land will be
donated.

!

! It is a given that any additional, reliable

power available to the grid will help prevent
power outages.
! However, this is not a unique benefit of

this particular project

3. Minimize
Power
Outages

! The 5 acres of land for the Lithium

Batteries is the only piece of this project
required to minimize power outages
and that would not seriously impact the
scenic element of the General Plan
! If the project was located elsewhere or

if the project was replaced over time by
distributed solar it would also
accomplish the same goals and reduce
power outages.
!

This is not an overriding consideration

!

Technological Benefits Identified
by the County
The key point made in the resolution of overriding
consideration is that this state-of-the-art battery
storage technology would provide a proof of concept
for other potential large utility-scale facilities with
battery storage in the Bay Area.

!

!

We were not aware that this concept was so new
that it had to be proven or…

!

Does this mean that Aramis is using untested and
potentially dangerous technology in this project?

!

Proven technology or not , “proof of concept”
does not seem to be the business of Alameda
County nor is it an overriding consideration

!

Safety Benefits Identified by the
County
“if asked” Intersect will assist in the
training for Cal Fire and Alameda County
Fire

!

!

Offering training is the minimum the
County should expect from a
developer of a project of this size,
scope and environmental sensitivity.

!

This is more like a sales pitch than
an overriding consideration

!

Monitoring of avian and bat deaths
caused by solar panels

1.
!

Benefits to the
Knowledge
Base Identified
by the County

Use this knowledge to inform future
Tri-Valley Utility Scale Solar
Installations about avian and bat
deaths

2.

!

!

There would be no excessive
avian and bat deaths if the plant is
not built

Does this mean that Utility Scale
Solar is going to be a booming
business in the Tri-valley
This is a “nice to have” feature of this
proposal but certainly does not rise
to the level of an Overriding
Consideration

!

Summary of the
Overriding
Consideration Issue
! These Overriding

Considerations presented by
County staff do not rise to the
level that a reasonable person
would believe justify:
! Ignoring the General Plan
! Ignoring voter approved

Measure D protections
against Industrial
Development in rural,
scenic agricultural land
! The County is grasping at

straws to justify these
conclusions of overriding
considerations

